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Abstract

With the high capacity, fast recognition speed, as well as strong correction ability, two-dimensional
code is widely used in many fields such as e-commerce. However, how to guarantee the authenticity
of two-dimensional code becomes an urgent security demand. In this paper, we design and imple-
ment an authentic two-dimensional code system based on certificate-based signature scheme (CBS).
The system includes trusted center module, authentic two-dimensional code generation module, and
authentic two-dimensional code verification module. The trusted center is in charge of initializing
system parameters and issuing certificates. Two-dimensional code generation module achieves secret
key reading from USBKey and two-dimensional code generation functions. Two-dimensional code
verification module is responsible for two-dimensional code scanning and CBS signature verifica-
tion. Bilinear pairing is adopted to implement the CBS algorithms. The web interface is built with
JavaScript. Further productization of the prototype system will play an important role in promoting
secure application of two-dimensional code.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, two-dimensional code has become more and more popular and is widely used in public places
such as theaters, cafeteria and so on. At the same time, the security issues of two-dimensional code also
draw a lot of attentions since the content of two-dimensional code may contain some malicious link
which can result in further threats to end users.
For the security of the two-dimensional code,Yu Xiao yang[9] etc. utilize the traditional ECA (Elemen-
tary Cellular Automata),Qingbo Kang[5] etc. adopt the chaotic encryption to solve the confidentiality
of two-dimensional code respectively. However, these proposals only address the confidentiality of two-
dimensional code while no concern for its authenticity. Cátia Santos-Pereira[7] guarantee the authen-
ticity of two-dimensional code based on PKI (Public Key Infrastructure), while the heavy maintenance
and processing load restrict the practicality of the scheme. In sum, the literature research of trusted two-
dimensional code are subject to their security, adaptability, as well as efficiency.
In this paper, we design and implement a trusted two-dimensional code system based on Certificate-
based signature(CBS) scheme from the authenticity point of view. The system integrates CBS into the
generating and the scanning procedures of two-dimensional code in order to protect the legal interest of
merchants and consumers during their usage of two-dimensional code.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the preliminaries of CBS and two-
dimensional code briefly. Section 3 is the design and analysis of our trusted two-dimensional code sys-
tem. The implementation of the prototype of our system is elaborated in Section 4. Finally, we conclude
the paper in Section 5.

2 Related Technology

2.1 Bilinear pairing

Let G1, G2 be two additive cyclic groups of same prime order p and let GT be a multiplicative cyclic
group.
A mapping e : G1×G2→ GT which satisfies the following properties is called bilinear paring:
(1) Bilinear: For all P ∈ G1,Q ∈ G2 a,b ∈ Z, the equation e(aP,bQ) = e(P,Q)ab is always right.
(2) Non-degenerative: There exits P ∈ G1,Q ∈ G2 which can make e(P,Q) /∈ 1 ∈ GT always right.
(3) Computability: There is an efficient approach to work out the result of e in accessible time.

2.2 Certificate-based signature scheme

Kang etc. suggested the CBS[4] [6] [1] based on Certificate-based encryption (CBE[2]) including the
following algorithms.
Setup: CA generates two groups G1, G2 with same order q and a bilinear pairing e : G1×G1 → G2.
Choosing a Generators P ∈ G1 and a random key sC ∈ Z∗q and computing the system public key PKC =
sCP. Meanwhile, choosing two key hash function H1 : {0,1}∗→ G1 and H2 : {0,1}∗×G1→ Z∗q . After
System parameters are initialized, the system parameters(G1,G2,e,q,P,PKC,H1,H2) are published.
UserKeyGen: Users choose their own private key sA ∈ Z∗q randomly, compute their own public PKA =
sAP, and the user’s public and private key pair are (PKA,sA).
CertGen: Users send their own identity information to CA. The identity information includes their own
public key PKA = sAP and some necessary information to verify their identity like the ID. CA verifies
users’information. If valid, then computes PA = H1(PKC||PKA||IDA) ∈ G1, and generates the certificate
CertA = sCPA, finally sends the certificate to users.
SignKeyGen: To sign the message, the signer computes the temporary signing key SA = sCPA + sAP

′
A =

CertA + sAP
′
A where PA

′
= H1(PKA||IDA) ∈ G1.

Sign: For the message M to be signed, signer chooses a random r ∈ Zq
∗, and then computes the signature

σ =(U1,U2,V ) and U1 = rPA, U2 = rPA
′
, V =(r+h)SA =(r+h)(sCPA+sAPA

′
) where h=H3(M,U1,U2).

Verify: When the verifier gets the signature σ , checks if the equation e(PKC,U1 + hPA)e(PKA,U2 +
hP

′
A) = e(P,V ) holds to verify whether the signature σ is valid and outputs a binary value 0 (invalid) or

1 (valid).

2.3 Two-dimensional code

Two-dimensional code is a graphical image that stores information both horizontally and vertically, and
utilizes optical scanning equipment to get the information automatically[3]. Two-dimensional code can
be divided into two categories: stacked two-dimensional code and matrix two-dimensional code. Stacked
two-dimensional code includes PDF417, Code 49, Code 16K and etc. Matrix two-dimensional code
contains Code one, Aztec, Date Matrix, QR code and etc. QR code is short for quick response matrix,
which is composed of square, blank area, functional graphics area, and data graphics zone. The system
in this paper is mainly designed for QR code.
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3 Trusted two-dimensional code system

3.1 System Architecture

As shown in Figure 1, the trusted two-dimensional code system includes trust center (TC), merchants
and users. TC is the trusted root of the system, and mainly responsible for confirming merchant’s iden-
tity and issuing the CBS certificate to merchant. The modules need to be implemented are: merchant
registration module, merchant certification module, as well as CBS certificate issuing module. Merchant
is mainly responsible for releasing credible two-dimensional code and applying certificate from TC. The
related modules are: public and private key generation module, certificate applying module, signing key
generation module, and two-dimensional code generation module. User, primarily responsible for in-
stalling the scanning software on the smart phone for scanning and verifying the two-dimensional code.
The corresponding module is two-dimensional code scanning and verifying module.

Merchant A

Merchant B

TC

User A User B

Figure 1: Trusted two-dimensional code system architecture

3.2 Dynamic behavior module

3.2.1 Certificate request module

Certificate application is based on merchant’s needs, who applies and obtains the CBS certificate from
TC. The behavior module is shown in Figure 2.

(1) TC initializes and generates the system parameters and its public/private key pair; (2) Merchant
runs the public key generation module to generate a public key from its private key; (3) Merchant stores
the public/private key pair in the database; (4) Merchant launches the CBS certificate request to TC,
which contains merchant’s public key and identity information; (5) TC authenticates the identity of
merchant, and then generates CBS certificate for merchant; (6) TC sends the CBS certificate to merchant
either online or offline. Merchant then makes sure if the certificate received successfully.
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Merchant TC

1.Paramenters Initialization

5.Generate

6.Transport certificate

4.Require certificate

3.Key storage

2.Compute the public key of merchant

Figure 2: Workflow of certificate application

3.2.2 Signing key generation module

Signing key generation is based on merchant’s identity and certificate issued from TC. The behavior
module is shown in Figure 3.

Merchant Database

1.Get key of the merchant

2.Return the key of merchant

3.Generate the signature key

4.Store the signature key

Figure 3: Workflow of signing key generation

(1) Merchant gets the public/private key pair from the database; (2) The database returns the results;
(3) Merchant takes its CBS certificate, identity and the public/private key pair as inputs to generate the
CBS signing key; (4) The CBS signing key is stored in USBKey for safekeeping.

3.2.3 Two-dimensional code generation module

Two-dimensional code generation is the process for merchant singing the message (m) by the CBS sign-
ing key, and coding the results to generate two-dimensional code. The behavior module is shown in
Figure 4.

(1) Merchant extracts the signing key from the USBKey; (2) Merchant gets public/private key pair
from the database; (3) Database returns the results; (4) Merchant prepares the message which needed to
be signed (such as the merchant website etc.); (5) Merchant signs the message by the CBS signing key
and generates the corresponding two-dimensional code.
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USBKey

1.Extract the 

CBS signing key 2.Get public key 

and private key 

of merchant

3.Return the 

results

5.Generate 

QR code

4.Input

Merchant Database

Figure 4: Workflow of two-dimensional code generation

3.2.4 The two-dimensional code verification module

Two-dimensional code verification is the process that user (the consumer who holds the intelligent termi-
nal) scans the two-dimensional code and verifies the signature within the code. The behavioral module
is shown in Figure 5.

5.Display 

information

Merchant User

1.Publish the QR code

2.User scan

3.Decode

4.Verify signature

Figure 5: Workflow of two-dimensional code verification process

(1) Merchant released two-dimensional code which previously generated for users to scan; (2) User
scans the two-dimensional code by his/her intelligent terminal which installed with the trusted dimen-
sional code software; (3) User decodes the content in the two-dimensional code through Base64; (4)
User parses out the signature of the message and verifies the signature to check if it is legitimate; (5) If
the validation is successful, user displays the useful message from merchant.

4 System implementation

4.1 System design

As shown in Figure 6, the trusted two-dimensional code system consists of three main parts: TC, two-
dimensional code generation, as well as two-dimensional code verification. The system includes eight
modules: TC module, certificate application module, certificate generation module, signing key gener-
ation module, signing key storage module, two-dimensional code generation module, two-dimensional
code scanning module and two-dimensional code verification module.
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Trusted two-dimensional code 

system

Two-dimensional code 

verification 
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code generation 
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code scanning 
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module
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Figure 6: The design of trusted two-dimensional code system

• TC module: This module is mainly responsible for generating system’s public parameters and the
public/private key pairs of TC and merchant. It is also in charge of the registration form merchant.

• Certificate application module: This module is responsible for sending the merchant’s public key
and identity information to TC for the legitimacy check.

• Certificate generation module: The module generates and issues the CBS certificate to merchant.

• Signing key generation module: This module obtains merchant’s certificate and public/private key
pair to generate the signing key.

• Signing key storage module: This module is mainly responsible for storing the signing key into
the USBKey to avoid adversary’s attack.

• Two-dimensional code generation module: This module encodes the merchant’s information to-
gether with the signature to generate a two-dimensional code for releasing.

• Two-dimensional code scanning module: The module scans the two-dimensional code and decodes
the content in it based on the development interface provided by Zxing library (Google)[8].

• Two-dimensional code verification module: This module is mainly responsible for verifying the
signature of the information from merchant.

4.2 Implementation of the key modules

4.2.1 TC, certificate application and generation module

The procedures of system parameters initialization, certificate application acceptance, and certificate
generation are shown in Figure 7

Merchant’s login interface is shown in Figure 8. The merchant needs to proceed the registration at the
first-time login. The necessary information are needed such as account and password. Already registered
merchant simply enter the correct user name and password to login.
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End
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Yes
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Figure 7: Flow chart of the key module

Figure 8: Merchant login interface

4.2.2 Signing key generation module

Signing key generation is a key part of our system. The implementation flow chart is shown in Figure 9.

The result of signing key generation interface is shown in Figure 10. As can be seen from the figure,
the premise of the signing key generation is obtaining the CBS certificate from TC.
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Figure 9: Flow char of signing key generation

Figure 10: Signing key generation interface

5 Conclusion

The credibility of two-dimensional code is the key point of whether it could be widely used. This paper
analyzes the flaws of the two-dimensional code. The TC-based architecture is built for both merchants
and users. A trusted two-dimensional code system is then designed and implemented based on CBS
signature mechanism, which includes TC part, trusted two-dimensional code generation part, as well as
trusted two-dimensional code verification part.
The system is still at its prototype stage. The further implementation and optimization work will be our
future research tasks.
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